DATA CENTER MODERNIZATION

Determining the best approach to modernizing your infrastructure can be challenging. Desiring the
elasticity, simplicity and rich set of features that public cloud can offer, many businesses are taking a “cloud
first” approach to their platform and computing needs. Yet migrating mission-critical workloads to the cloud
can be both complex and risky as certain workloads are better supported through on premise solutions.
When making a data-driven decision to remain on premise, it is still possible to take advantage of cloud-like
capabilities within your data center.
Micro Strategies’ solutions are designed to allow you to deploy platforms that

A FOUNDATION THAT
COMBINES TRADITION
AND INNOVATION

meet the reliability, performance and cost requirements for today’s modern
workloads while also offering flexible and dynamic cloud features on premise.
From traditional servers and storage to software-defined and hyper converged,
these solutions include intelligent software layers that provide elasticity,
scalability and easy, cloud-like provisioning. Many of these solutions are built
with a hybrid strategy in mind and all of them consider upfront costs and
on-going operational impact.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED
FUNCTIONALITY

COST MODEL
OPTIONS

Expanded, cloud-like
capabilities within your
data center

Flexible elastic and
non-elastic choices

BENEFITS
>>

Maintain control of infrastructure

>>

Leverage the flexibility provided
by usage models designed for
your organizational needs

>>

Reduce the time spent
manually provisioning required
infrastructure and improve
speed to market

ADAPTABLE, FIT-TOPURPOSE OPTIONS
Buy only what you need
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24/7 SUPPORT FOR
YOUR ORGANIZATION

Our experts don’t just recommend and implement solutions – they can manage
them too. We can provide 24/7 support to ensure your technology runs optimally
so your employees stay focused on delivering business value.

Proactive monitoring,
alerting and remediation
for core infrastructure and
network applications
Pre-determined escalation
and remediation process

Simplified reporting
and alerting

BENEFITS
>>

Focus – Micro Strategies’ staff focuses on managing your IT, allowing your
staff to focus on more strategic objectives and your company to focus on
its core business

>>

Lower cost of ownership – Leverage our staff’s expertise while only paying a
recurring flat fee instead of paying for full-time support staff

>>

Scalability - Resources can be brought on as needed, without the need to
go through the hiring process

>>

Flexibility – Services can be customized as needed with support levels being
quickly scaled up or down as needed

WHY MICRO STRATEGIES?
Micro Strategies brings together the right mix of solutions and resources to address your unique challenges and help you use your data
to drive results. From application development and DevOps to security and core infrastructure, our experts are able to design, develop,
implement and operate solutions that drive business value. Beyond their technical expertise, our highly-skilled, certified team of professionals
has hands-on experience as customers – giving them a unique perspective on the solutions that they design and implement for our clients.
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